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Summary
Objective: Less than 20% of hospitals in the US have an electronic health record (EHR). In this qualitative study, we examine the perspectives of both academic and private physicians and administrators as stakeholders, and their alignment, to explore their perspectives on the use of technology in the clinical environment.

Methods: Focus groups were conducted with 74 participants who were asked a series of open-ended questions. Grounded theory was used to analyze the transcribed data and build convergent themes. The relevance and importance of themes was constructed by examining frequency, convergence, and intensity. A model was proposed that represents the interactions between themes.

Results: Six major themes emerged, which include the impact of EHR systems on workflow, patient care, communication, research/outcomes/billing, education/learning, and institutional culture. Academic and private physicians were confident of the future benefits of EHR systems, yet cautious about the current implementations of EHR, and its impact on interactions with other members of the healthcare team and with patients, and the amount of time necessary to use EHR's. Private physicians differed on education and were uneasy about the steep learning curve necessary for use of new systems. In contrast to physicians, university and hospital administrators are optimistic, and value the availability of data for use in reporting.

Conclusion: The results of our study indicate that both private and academic physicians concur on the need for features that maintain and enhance the relationship with the patient and the healthcare team. Resistance to adoption is related to insufficient functionality and its potential negative impact on patient care. Integration of data collection into clinical workflows must consider the unexpected costs of data acquisition.
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**Introduction**

Despite the potential advantages of the Electronic Health Record (EHR) [1–5], adoption of technology has been slower in health care than in other sectors of industry. Currently, the use of an EHR in ambulatory settings ranges from 42–90% in the United Kingdom, Western Europe, and Eurasia, with North American usage at less than 30%. However, within hospitals, adoption rates among these same nations are less than 10%. A comprehensive EHR, linking inpatient and outpatient data, exists in less than 20% of hospitals in the United States [6]. Efforts to stimulate the active pursuit of Health Information Technology (HIT) were supported by President George W. Bush, and with increased vigor by the current Obama administration [7, 8].

The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, signed by President Obama in 2009 to provide economic stimulus, encourages the development of HIT systems that provide “meaningful use”. Criteria are defined in the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act and include quality, safety, and efficiency improvements. Adoption of an EHR that satisfies these criteria will be rewarded by financial incentives [9]. This initiative will require institutional transformations in culture regarding the adoption of technology and the management of change.

Physician resistance has often been cited for this delay [10]. Academic physicians are expected to be less likely to resist adoption than private physicians because they are less impacted by the cost of technology and the work of data entry. Private physicians bear the cost of hardware, software and maintenance, interfaces and education for their private practices [11]. In addition, they must share information between disparate practices. Therefore, we speculate that a difference in perceptions toward EHR systems may exist between academic and private physicians, which could best be examined in an institution that involves both groups. We also included administrators, who are often involved in decisions on technology purchases.

Rogers has provided foundational work to address the problem of adoption of technology in various domains[12]. Moore further expands the discussion by describing the chasm between the initial proponents of a technology (the innovators and the early adopters), and the early majority – the group that succeeds in igniting the momentum of adoption [13]. This model is often used to describe EHR adoption, with physicians being the point of resistance.

Lorenzi presents strategies for overcoming adoption barriers which span organizational and domain boundaries and identifies categories of issues which include design, management, organization, and assessment. The successful adoption requires an understanding of EHR users and their work setting [14–17].

Our study was conducted at The Nebraska Medical Center, an independent, not-for-profit, 689 bed private hospital with 412 academic physicians and 581 private physicians. This unique institutional culture allows us to investigate whether potential causes for the low adoption rate are due to the differences between academic and private physicians. Institutional culture is also shaped by the decisions of administrators, who expect that the integration of an EHR into medical practice will lead to benefits including increased patient safety and prevention of medical errors [18–21]. The consideration of both physicians and administrators as direct stakeholders, and their alignment, is necessary to explore the keys to successful adoption and use of technology.

**Methods**

This research was part of an Integrated Advanced Information Management Systems (IAIMS) supported study. The research objective was to explore how private and academic physicians differ in their perception and adoption of technology within the hospital setting. More specifically, the aims are (1) to document EHR interactions that impact adoption, (2) compare these characteristics between the physician groups, (3) determine how administrators determine EHR value, and (4) to compare the views of physicians and administrators.

A qualitative approach was used to collect and analyze data using grounded theory [22, 23]. This allows better understanding of the social phenomena related to physician perceptions leading to the adoption of technology. This approach allows for collection of a rich contextual narrative that provides meaningful insight into the potential variables that impact on behavior (Fig .1).
Participant Profile

A convenience sample of academic and private physician and administrators was obtained based on recommendations of the study’s steering committee. The steering committee was assembled to oversee the IAIMS grant and represents thought leaders from across the institution. Selection of the sample was based on users who were considered thought leaders, and representative of early majority adopters, who are more pragmatic in their emphasis on solutions rather than on technology.

The study sample of 74 was divided into four stakeholder categories and included 38 academic practitioners (AP), 14 private practitioners (PP), 12 university administrators (UA) and 10 hospital administrators (HA).

Focus Group Design

Twenty-four sessions were conducted with physicians and administrators associated with either the University of Nebraska Medical Center (academic practice) or its affiliated private hospital, The Nebraska Medical Center (private practice). All physicians used the same comprehensive EHR (GE CareCast 5.1.7) while caring for patients at TNMC. Most physicians included in the study, whether academic or private, work in different healthcare systems that use different EHR’s.

Participants were asked open-ended questions related to their use and expectations for an EHR system. Questions related to their perceptions and attitudes regarding patient care, physician workflow, care team interactions, flow of health information, outcomes and clinical research, and the provider’s ability to learn. Interviews and analysis took place between August, 2006 and March, 2007. An average of 7 individuals participated in each focus group which lasted 1 to 3 hours.

Group proceedings were audio-recorded and transcribed to allow coding and analysis using NVivo v7.0 software. Theoretical sampling continued until saturation was reached, and no more new ideas surfaced during the discussions [24]. At that point sub-group comparisons were performed. Two investigators independently and systematically reviewed transcripts to identify themes and sub-themes unique and similar across all groups. Themes were verified by a third investigator. Systematic coding scales included frequency (the number of times that the topic appears in the analysis), convergence (whether the topic extends across subject classification groups), and intensity (the emotion and importance of topic to the speaker) of the data elements. Using an iterative process, these themes were revised until a consensus was achieved among all three investigators. The first phase of 18 focus groups did not yield saturation, so an additional 6 sessions were added until saturation of responses was reached.

Results

The systematic review of the transcripts revealed six major themes, which include the impact of health information technology on:

- **Workflow** – the physical interaction of the healthcare provider with information and with patients, which includes the amount of time needed to capture, retrieve and process information.
- **Patient Care** – the focus of effort centering on the relationship between the provider and the patient.
- **Communication** – the interaction between the members of the healthcare provider team, and the methods needed to facilitate the exchange of information.
- **Research/Outcomes/Billing** – the use of data in a structured and summarized way to satisfy research, outcomes and billing, including capture of data in the appropriate formats.
- **Education/Learning** – the use of an EHR to support the provider’s medical education, as well as any learning that is required to effectively use the EHR system.
- **Culture** – the issues related to how an EHR affects culture and the underlying beliefs and attitudes of the different groups of participants regarding use of the technology.

The significance of these themes is explained by the frequency of comments contained in Table 1. Themes are ranked by the number of comments coded to that theme. Although comments related to...
in institutional culture were most frequent, it was listed at the bottom to indicate its pervasiveness in respondent comments.

Further analysis resulted in the cross-case analysis documented in Table 1, which shows similarities between academic and private physicians and between university and hospital administrators. This is sharply contrasted by the differences between physicians and administrators. This indicates strong convergence between academic and private physicians on four of six themes, responding very negatively to physician workflow, patient care, communication and culture. Physician groups differed on the impact of education and learning, with academics slightly positive, and private physicians slightly negative, and their view of outcomes and research, where academic physicians were slightly positive and private physicians neutral. University (academic) and hospital (private) administrators also exhibited convergence across five of six themes, responding with neutral to positive comments, differing only on the theme of education and learning. In sharp contrast, physicians and administrators differed on nearly all themes, with the least divergent themes of outcomes and research and education and learning. Detailed descriptions follow.

**Physician Workflow**

Both academic and private physician groups contributed frequent comments on the theme of physician workflow, indicating convergence in this area between the physician groups. The physicians concurred with negative perceptions on workflow. They cited loss of efficiency produced by the use of technology – more time needed for data entry, less time spent with patient interaction, frequent logins, and tedious standardized forms that compromised the richness of language and depersonalized the relationship with the patient. Their emotional use of language and tone of voice indicated the intensity of their reaction.

“If you listen to how we describe, at least for us, the way that we do our life, this is gonna be a lot more work, uh, to do it this way and for the benefit of the organization.” (AP)

“So instead of being able to get all the information on the computer or all the information from the chart, you have to go to two sources to get the information that I used to be able to look at a sheet [of paper] for 20 seconds and there’s just not enough access in the locations that we need to get the information.” (AP)

“I wrote down all of my orders just like I did, got a little crib sheet and spent time going through it. It wasn’t faster… I’m still doing it, but it’s, ought to be able to slide through and just grab what I need and go, “Click, click, click, click”. (PP)

In contrast, administrators made fewer comments regarding workflow, and were positive about the potential benefits of the collection of data by physicians, with few comments indicating the negative impact to workflow as articulated by physicians.

“I see, there’s lots of different products out here but there’s a big distinction in my mind of electronic health record and what we’re trying to build here is the electronic medical record which is you know, captures a lot of the information but also is useful in the, you know, care setting and delivering that care.” (HA)

**Patient Care**

Comments on the impact of information technology on patient care occurred with similar frequency across all four groups, identifying convergence of this important theme to both physician and administrator groups. However physicians responded intensely and often negatively, citing gaps between EHR system features and physician needs.

“… every single thing is in there electronically, you have to wade through just a ton of administrative c**p and follow on quality reports from physical therapy you know, you’re just trying to find what the ID docs [recommend] that you should do for the antibiotics—” (AP)

“Whatever it would take to get that to be the standard of care but as every physician walking into a patient encounter walks in with electronic health record would be a huge improvement in care.” (AP)
“And so the quality improvement issues are really, I mean right now we’re focusing in on precision, we have a lot of people from outside the industry who don’t understand they’re dealing with biological organisms so they come in and want to affect us with manufacturing thoughts.” (AP)
“I’ve had patients come to me and ask for referrals to other physicians because they feel that all he does is to look at the computer now when they’re in there.” (PP)

Administrators were neutral to mildly positive. They were optimistic about improved outcomes for better patient care, trends for patient ownership of health data, the movement toward patient-centric care, and the need to systematically support the continuity of care.

“One of the outcomes in going forward will be that we will be able to measure some things, improvement with care that today we can’t because there is really no way to measure it.” (HA)
“I don’t think we have the knack yet of realizing that the patient is still the center of focus and a lot of people spend too much time away at the electronic medical record.” (HA)

Communication

Care team interactions were cited frequently by all groups, but were perceived negatively for both physician groups who noted the reduced effectiveness of communication – unclear transfer of patient responsibility, and fewer checks and balances, while administrators supported a more neutral view.

“We should force the technology to work with us. And if our intention is to have team-based rounds with nurses and physicians and other providers all communicating among one another, then we need to be sure that happens.” (AP)
“… perhaps the lesson we can learn from the VA is don’t build a lot of closets and stick computers in them where people could go inside and shut the door and hide.” (AP)
“I think there is potential for uh, big problems with the physicians not interacting enough with nurses....And I think there is risk here for uh, sterilizing or dividing the relationship between the physician and the nurses.” (PP)

Research and Outcomes

The impact of HIT on research and outcomes was more frequently commented on by academic physicians, who noted the potential to improve outcomes and research by overcoming cumbersome data entry and standardization of redundant data elements.

“Show me that it helps me care for patients better. I mean, even if it takes more time, I’ll do it if it helps me care for my patients better.” (AP)

University and hospital administrators were neutral to positive in their responses. However, their comments were focused on the potential of improved compliance and billing, better control of costs and data for decision-making, rather than established benefits. They also cited needed improvements of data interfaces and data collection.

Education and Learning

The topic of learning was interpreted very differently by the two groups of physicians studied. Academic physicians viewed the question from a teacher’s perspective – as medical education. Private physicians viewed it from a learner’s perspective – learning about how to use the technology. Not surprisingly, education was most frequently commented upon by academic physicians who were optimistic about improved learning at the point-of-care, supporting the ongoing educational needs of physicians. However, the academic physicians were also cautious about relying too much on technology.
“Technology is not a substitute for the creativity required for the art of medicine . . . fuzzy logic, complex thinking”. (AP)

“The value of learning through experience can’t be overridden by technology”. (AP)

Private physicians made negative comments on learning, but referred specifically to system training, citing the steep learning curve and long hours required prior to use of new EHR applications.

Culture

A significant discrepancy exists in the perception of EHR impact on the institutional culture between physician and administrators. There were frequent comments by each group, but the intensity was different – academic physicians were negative, private physicians even more so – citing limited vision for EHR’s and insufficient support for current EHR projects, unclear data ownership, the existence of data silos, hierarchical decision making and the influence of external agencies and mandates, and fear that the data would be used against them.

University administrators were weakly positive, while the hospital administrators were consistently positive about improved throughput linking laboratory and diagnostics, improved compliance and billing, better control of costs, improved outcomes, the trend for patient ownership of data, the movement toward patient-centric care, the influence of national trends and national initiatives aimed at improving patient care and safety. However, they also realized the current problems caused by the proliferation of data silos.

“Well I think doctors are accustomed to having things shoved down their throat. By … the government, the hospitals, third party payers…” (PP)

“But I would hope that it would be physician-driven, a physician effort and then people could buy into it and think it was a good idea for physicians and for patient care. And it wasn’t shoved down anybody’s throat…” (AP)

“We have a jigsaw puzzle… And we know in the end what the picture should look like, but we can’t put the pieces together.” (HA)

Discussion

The six themes that were identified were further defined by their relationships. Surprisingly, we found that academic and private physicians have a high level of agreement (frequency, intensity and convergence) on the triad of patient care, workflow and communication. They both expressed concerns about the creation of data, which is reflected in these themes. Their reactions where mixed on the topics of outcomes and research and education and learning.

“It’s like Christians, you could be Methodist, you could be Lutheran, whatever. And 95% of doctors are the same, it’s the other 5% we’re gonna fight over.” (PP)

The relationship of physician workflow and communication on patient care was strongly articulated by physicians, while outcomes and research and education and learning were also perceived as impacting on patient care. These themes are shown in Figure 2. The overlap of culture with other themes indicates the pervasiveness and impact of institutional culture.

A number of important studies by Ash and others [25–31] identify previously overlooked components to lagging adoption – the unanticipated consequences of deploying EHR systems with limited design input from providers. Unintended consequences can be grouped into two categories. The first category, consequences related to entering and retrieving information, include system interfaces that don’t tolerate workflow interruptions, allow orders to be entered for the wrong patient, or require complex structured data entry between multiple screens. The second group, those consequences associated with communication and coordination, include breakdowns in the management of responsibilities and tasks related to validation of treatment and transfer of patient responsibility, and the emergence of workarounds. The study base for much of this research looks at custom-developed systems that reside within the structure of the institution. These systems may pro-
vide satisfied users, but this approach limits the availability of such costly solutions to large, funded academic institutions [32, 33].

Issues of misaligned incentives, slow standards adoption, and the identification of essential product features were identified by Middleton as early as 2004 [34, 35]. Our study indicates that, despite our presumption of differences, both academic and private physicians believe in the potential benefits of an EHR system, yet differ in how they articulate the costs and benefits. Discussions of cost centered on time needed to learn and use features that changed workflow and limited time with the patient. The results of our study indicate that both private and academic physicians were surprisingly similar in their need for features that maintain and enhance the relationship with the patient.

In summary, academic and private physicians both express serious concerns about the impact of an EHR on patient care, physician workflow, team communications, and culture. Academic physicians were optimistic about HIT data for outcomes and research and education and learning. Private physicians were less compelled by outcomes and research. In addition, they expressed concern about the effort required to learn and adapt to new systems. Physicians were joined in their belief that technology was being forced upon them and they are expected to adapt to technology. Administrators also showed a high level of similarity between university and hospital, similarly positive on workflow, patient care, communication, outcomes and research and their neutrality to culture. University administrators were optimistic about EHR impact on education and learning. Administrators simply believed that adoption of an EHR is necessary and will improve patient care.

An important divergence between groups may be explained by the difference between the creation of data and the use of data. The administrators’ view is that the organizational use of data justifies the creation of data. They believe that creation of administrative data is the primary job of the EHR, and eagerly anticipate the availability of the data for quality and outcome measurements. In contrast, the physician’s view is that data creation drives data usage. They feel that technology has been pushed on them at the expense of their efficiency, teamwork, and their time spent with the patient. Further, they are concerned that data creation drives a desire by administrators for greater data usage. Physicians believe that EHR’s are inevitable, but desire a system that facilitates, not hinders, their ability to manage patients. Today, private and academic physicians believe that EHR is a solution for administrators, and that the benefits of better EHR data are far beyond their reach.

Study Limitations

This study was performed at a single medical center with a single EHR, which may limit generalization. However, nearly all physicians included in the study used different EHR’s at different health systems and no differences in responses was detected. Years of experience has been proposed as a potential modifier [36], but we did not record the subjects’ age or years of experience in this study. While relationships between themes were identified, more investigation is needed to clearly define the causal relationships between physician workflow, communication, and patient care. Culture was defined as a theme that provided an underlying foundation for other themes, but the nature of that relationship also requires more study, and may identify the values that underlie the responses and reactions of the stakeholders.

The view of physician adoption as a complex social phenomenon allows for discovery of the experiences, beliefs and values that hinder or encourage adoption. The resulting model provides a foundation for further study that includes the rich description of a technical system that is inseparable from its surrounding cultural system. Continued research is needed to better understand and resolve the trade-offs among competing values among the multiple stakeholders, which include both physicians and administrators.

Conclusion

An aggressive ten-year goal of universal EHR adoption by 2014 was set by President Bush. Projections imply that this goal is unlikely without incentives and product innovations[37]. A 2010 report from the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology outlines financial incentives to
encourage progress in the areas of information exchange that benefits patients as consumers, clinicians and researchers [38].

We contend that physician adoption of EHR systems will be driven by how well EHR’s support physician workflow, communication and patient care. This is not solved by financial incentives. Rather, it is a more complex resolution of the balance of tension between adequate design and increasing requirements for data use. Specifically, the solution will include improving the usability of systems for data entry, integrating into workflow and enhancing communication. This shift drives the effort beyond remedies for physician resistance to an intense focus on the design of elegant systems that match physician requirements and exceed the limits of current expectations. Success is dependent on technology that is designed to fit the needs of physician, with a unifying goal to improve patient care.

Clinical Relevance Statement
Our study demonstrates that resistance to adoption is related to insufficient functionality and its potential negative impact on patient care. Integration of data collection into clinical workflows must consider the unexpected costs of data acquisition. This study will help aid in the design and implementation of future clinical health information technology, and outlines the different concerns of stakeholders which include both private and academic practitioners and administrators.
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Fig. 1 Research timeline and methodology.

Fig. 2 Six adoption themes defined.
Table 1 Frequency of themes emerging from focus group responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Subject Groupings</th>
<th>Academic Physicians (AP)</th>
<th>Private Physicians (PP)</th>
<th>University Administrators (UA)</th>
<th>Hospital Administrators (HA)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td></td>
<td>103 (21%)</td>
<td>61 (33%)</td>
<td>73 (30%)</td>
<td>64 (27%)</td>
<td>491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician Workflow</td>
<td></td>
<td>117 (24%)</td>
<td>58 (31%)</td>
<td>35 (15%)</td>
<td>43 (18%)</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes and Research</td>
<td></td>
<td>69 (14%)</td>
<td>6 (3%)</td>
<td>41 (17%)</td>
<td>57 (24%)</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Care</td>
<td></td>
<td>59 (12%)</td>
<td>18 (10%)</td>
<td>35 (15%)</td>
<td>41 (17%)</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td></td>
<td>66 (13%)</td>
<td>27 (14%)</td>
<td>27 (11%)</td>
<td>21 (9%)</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education/Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td>77 (16%)</td>
<td>15 (8%)</td>
<td>30 (12%)</td>
<td>15 (6%)</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>491</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>1158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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